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Grohe 
Baulines

Sharing the same ideals as the influential Bauhaus design 
movement – that form and function should work together – the 
Baulines range from GROHE fuses bold design and high-quality 
materials with the latest German manufacturing techniques at 
competitive price points.

GROHE faucet and shower collections fuse high-end design with 
the latest technology and advanced manufacturing techniques. 
A wide choice of designs ensures compatibility with all styles of 
interior and all types of basin.

To help you choose the fittings best suited to your preferred 
interior style, GROHE has identified three style segments: 
Cosmopolitan, Contemporary and Authentic, each with a distinct 
look and feel. From the geometric lines of BauEdge to the 
softer aesthetic of BauClassic, there’s a collection to meet your 
requirements and enhance your bathroom.

Each collection features a range of faucets for the basin, bath 
and bidet and is completed by a choice of shower solutions. This 
comprehensive offering ensures style continuity throughout the 
bathroom, enabling you to create a space that is aesthetically 
pleasing and comfortable to use.
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Grohe 
enjoy quality.

Germany’s no. 1 brand
For over seventy years GROHE has been manufacturing superior quality faucets and 
sanitary fittings. Our products have won numerous design awards and are acknowledged 
internationally for their reliability, durability and performance. 

GROHE is Germany’s premier sanitary fittings brand and a world-leader in the bathroom 
market. we carefully select the finest materials and manufacture to the highest German 
standards to deliver the best European designs to a global audience.

Ongoing investment in research and development enables us to actualize world-leading 
technologies for the bathroom industry. Our products are designed to last a lifetime and 
are subjected to rigorous internal and external tests to guarantee their longevity. Our 
internal life-testing center surpasses industry standards. All products are tested to ensure 
they exceed the expectations of our customers and outperform our competitors.

Quality, technology and design are central to everything we do. we take pride in the 
performance of our products and offer a 10-year guarantee on all functional parts. 
This guarantee demonstrates our commitment to delivering a lifetime of unique user 
experiences to our customers.

Since the company was founded in 1936, GROHE has opened 26 subsidiaries across the 
world, invested in six factories and sold over 300 million faucets. This global network 
allows us to respond to the specific needs of each country to create market-relevant 
products that fuse advanced German manufacturing techniques with user-centric designs.

Warranty

GROHE

Ye
ar

Grohe
history of 
innovation.

1936 
Friedrich Grohe  
establishes business in Hemer, 
Germany (1)

1948 
launch of Atlanta 
a classic of German faucet 
manufacturing (2)

1956 
launch of GROHE thermostats 
introduction of the first 
thermostat for the 
residential market (3)

1961 
Opening of first foreign 
subsidiary, GROHE France 

1965 
launch of GROHE moen,  
the first single-lever mixer 
faucet (4)

1975 
Opening of GROHE America  
subsidiary 

1979 
launch of Relexa hand shower (5)

1983 
launch of Eurodisc, the first 
GROHE faucet with a ceramic 
cartridge (6)

1997
Opening of the GROHE design 
Center (7)

2001
launch of GROHE Atrio faucet 
collection (8)  
 
2001 
Opening of GROHE China 
 
2005 
launch of GROHE Rainshower® (9)

2006 
Opening of GROHE india
 
2008 
launch of GROHE Ondus® 
collection of digital showers 
and faucets (10)
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PeoPle Who  
chanGe the WorlD  
throuGh DesiGn

“For many years the company’s top management has demonstrated its
commitment to excellent design and provided Paul Flowers with the support
he needs to come up with innovative, surprising and aesthetic solutions and
to bring outstanding products to the market time and again.” 

Prof. Dr. Peter Zec, CEO “of the red dot design award“

in June 2011, it was announced that paul Flowers and the GROHE design Team had been selected to 
receive the highest accolade in the field of product design – the red dot ‘design team of the year’ 2011. 
Recognised globally as a mark of distinction, GROHE is the first company in the sanitary industry
to be honoured with the award since its introduction in 1988.

The award is presented annually to “international design teams which continuously produce innovative 
work.” And with the list of previous recipients reading like a veritable who’s who in the world of design, 
GROHE is in good company. Apple, Bose, mercedes-Benz, Siemens and Sony are just a few of the big
names to have won the award.

Since his appointment in 2005, paul Flowers has led the GROHE in-house design team to phenomenal 
success. Rather than outsourcing to ‘celebrity’ designers, we have chosen to invest in creating a world-
class design team of our own – an international mix of industry specialists whose understanding of
the market is second to none.

The presentation of a red dot ‘best of the best’ award for GROHE Ondus® in 2007 was the first hint to 
the industry that design was now a fundamental brand pillar, in addition to quality, technology and 
sustainability. The total red dot award count now stands at an impressive 15 – including three further
‘best of the best’ awards for GROHE Ondus® digitecture (2009), the Rainshower® icon hand shower 
(2010) and the new digital Controller (2011).

This commitment to producing the most relevant and inspiring designs in the sanitary industry has also 
resulted in GROHE advancing 104 places in the annual iF company ranking – the biggest gain in this 
classification, while awards from the uSA, uK, China and Japan illustrate the international appeal of 
our portfolio.

But perhaps one of the most significant shifts to have occurred in the last five years is the way in which 
creativity has been used not only to develop products that add value, but also as a catalyst to change 
the entire culture of the company.

GROHE Bauloop GROHE BauEdge GROHE BauCurve GROHE BauFlow GROHE BauClassic
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The GROHE factory in Hemer, was recently awarded Top Factory 
status (die Beste Fabrik) in a competition organized by German 
business publication wirtschaftswoche.

At GROHE’s life testing laboratories in the Black Forest, our products are put through their 
paces and shown no mercy. Here, our fittings, thermostats and all the components that go 
with them have to endure the simulated effects of 20 years’ daily use – with especially hard 
water. That we outperform our own as well as international quality standards in the process 
pays dividends – and it shows. GROHE quality goes well beyond an article’s normal life cycle 
and, should a certain product be discontinued, replacement parts remain available for a period 
of ten years. 

Also in independent tests overseen by rigorous juries, our fittings and thermostats sparkle. 
in a durability test conducted by German testing and inspection services provider TÜv 
SÜd, GROHE’s Eurodisc won the day against nine other prestigious competitors. Thanks to 
GROHE Silkmove® technology that ensures incomparably smooth and easy operation in all of 
our single lever mixers.

in a survey by lGA Qualitest GmbH, our Grohtherm 3000, 2000 and 1000 thermostats 
each took first place among 17 thermostats from European manufacturers. Thanks to 
GROHE TurboStat® and GROHE CoolTouch®, our Grohtherm 3000 even came out overall 
winner with top scores in four categories. And since we ourselves are pretty proud of our 
achievement, we’d also like to mention that the GROHE plant at Hermer, Germany, was among 
the winners of the “die beste Fabrik” (“Best Factory”) competition organised by leading 
business magazine wirtschaftswoche – for production and logistics, for customer focus and 
innovation.

The GROHE plant in Hemer emerged as one of the winners of the “die beste Fabrik” (“Best 
Factory”) competition organized by leading business magazine wirtschaftswoche. A high-
caliber jury composed of scientists and experts evaluated all processes from the production 
floor to the supply chain, with the GROHE factory scoring excellent results particularly in terms 
of customer orientation and innovation.

GroW olD 
toGether.
enjoy quality
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Grohe  
cosmoPolitan style

influenced by minimalism and modern architecture, the Cosmopolitan bathroom is a meticulous balance of 
design and functionality. Faucets and fittings pay homage to geometric shapes and feature the latest 
advanced technology. large format tiles in shades of grey continue the architectural mood, creating a 
backdrop for capacious walk-in shower areas. Concealed bathroom fittings, where only the essential 
elements are on display, are key to realizing a space that is Cosmopolitan in its design and enjoyable to use.
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Grohe
BaulooP anD BaueDGe

Sharing the same ideals as the influential Bauhaus design 
movement – that form and function should work together –  
Bauloop and BauEdge fuse bold design and high-quality  
materials with the latest German manufacturing techniques.  
Both collections offer a range of faucet and shower solutions 
designed to enhance the latest Cosmopolitan bathroom styles. 
Extra-high spout basin mixers complement the current trend  
for freestanding vessel basins, while the eye-catching design  
of the shower system unites a hand shower and a head shower  
for an enhanced showering experience.
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Grohe
BaulooP
designed to enhance the purity modern architecture, Bauloop brings lightness to its 
surroundings through its striking loop-shaped lever handle and cylindrical body. 
Featuring the signature GROHE design elements, the collection carries its minimalist 
design ethos over a number of draw-off points and includes a faucet for vessel basins.

*Option of ordering metal pop-up set seperately - 48 057 000 metal pop-up set.

32 956 000
Pillar tap 

20 196 000 
3-hole basin mixer

20 289 000 
2-hole single-lever basin mixer
wall mounted

23 091 000
Single-lever basin mixer

32 818 000 
Single-lever bidet mixer

32 857 000
Cold Water basin mixer

32 856 000
Single-lever basin mixer
for freestanding basins

32 814 000 
Single-lever basin mixer
32 854 000
ditto, smooth body

23 102 000*
ditto, without waste set
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Grohe
BaulooP

19 917 000 
Concealed stop valve trim set

22 008 000 
Angle Valve

32 816 000 +  
48 048 00m*** 
Single-lever shower mixer 
wall mounted

29 800 000 
Concealed stop valve

13 257 000** + 29 049 000  
Bath spout  
wall mounted
with diverter
13 255 000
without diverter

29 041 000 
Single-lever bath/shower mixer 
with automatic diverter

29 042 000 
Single-lever shower mixer

25 119 000 
4-hole bath/shower 
combination

32 815 000 +  
48 048 00m*** 
Single-lever bath/shower mixer
wall mounted

29 062 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer 
with lockable diverter

25 116 000 
3-hole bath/shower combination

**must order 29 049 000 - twin elbow 
*** Escutcheon to convert conical S union escutcheon to Cosmo design

26 020 000 
Shower valve
wall mounted

20 283 000 
Bib tap 2-in-1
with diverter
wall mounted

20 237 000 
Bib tap
wall mounted

27 541 000
Head shower 200mm 1 spray

27 559 000
Ceiling shower arm
length 186 mm
connection thread 1/2“

27 851 000
Shower arm
projection 400 mm
connection thread 1/2“

27 394 000
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan  
Shower System 200 with diverter

27 577 001  
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 
Shower set with hand shower IV 
rail 600 mm with tray  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1 2 3

1 2 3
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Grohe
BaueDGe
Consistent use of lozenge shapes, lends an air of balance and harmony to BauEdge. 
The modern silhouette of the lever handle is pitched at an angle of seven degrees for 
comfortable use without compromising the clarity of its form, while a comprehensive 
range of faucets and showers ensures this sophisticated design meets your design 
requirements.

20 197 000 
3-hole basin mixer

32 860 000 
Single-lever basin mixer
for freestanding basins

32 819 000 
Single-lever basin mixer 
32 858 000
smooth body

23 101 000*
without waste set

23 093 000
Single-lever basin mixer 

20 290 000
2-hole single-lever basin mixer
wall mounted

32 822 000 
Single-lever bidet mixer

32 861 000
Cold water basin mixer

32 876 000
Pillar tap

*Option of ordering metal pop-up set seperately - 48 057 000 metal pop-up set.
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25 117 000
3-hole bath/shower combination

25 120 000
4-hole bath/shower combination

32 821 000 
Single-lever shower mixer 
wall mounted

29 040 000
Single-lever shower mixer 

32 820 000 +  
48 048 00m*** 
Single-lever bath/shower mixer
wall mounted

19 917 000
Stop valve trim set 
concealed

22 009 000
Angle Valve

Grohe
BaueDGe

29 039 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer

with automatic diverter  

13 257 000** 
Bath spout 
wall mounted
with diverter
13 255 000
without diverter

29 800 000 
Concealed stop valve

29 063 000  

Single-lever bath/shower mixer

with lockable diverter

**must order 29 049 000 - twin elbow 
*** Escutcheon to convert conical S union escutcheon to Cosmo design

26 021 000
Shower valve

27 394 000
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan  
Shower System 200 with diverter

27 541 000
Head Shower 200 mm 1 spray

20 284 000
Bib tap 2 in 1 

wall mounted

20 238 000
Bib tap 

wall mounted

27 577 001  
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 
Shower set with hand shower IV 
rail 600 mm with tray  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1 2 3

1 2 3

27 559 000
Ceiling shower arm
length 186 mm
connection thread 1/2“

27 851 000
Shower arm
projection 400 mm
connection thread 1/2“
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Grohe  
contemPorary style

Contemporary-style design unites clean looks and practical features to create an inviting 
bathroom perfect for families. Faucet and shower designs in sparkling chrome feature 
softer lines and easy-to-use features which harmonize with a neutral palette of cream, 
beige and white to create a welcoming environment. The result is a functional and com-
fortable space that is designed to withstand passing trends and last a lifetime.
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Grohe
Baucurve anD BaufloW

Baulines faucet collections are the perfect balance of 
contemporary design and German engineering – a precise mix 
of form and function that ensures years of carefree use. The 
dynamic, eye-catching profiles of BauFlow and BauCurve will 
visually enhance your bathroom with their contemporary appeal, 
while bringing a host of practical and user-friendly features to 
the space. Both collections offer a complete range of products 
across all draw-off points and include a choice of showering 
solutions.
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Grohe
Baucurve
Sweeping lines and a softer aesthetic are key to creating a comfortable and 
contemporary bathing space. The dynamic design of BauCurve entices interaction 
through the confident execution of its fin-shaped lever handle. Arcing towards the 
user, it gives effortless control over the water flow and temperature ensuring 
perfect delivery for years to come.

32 849 000 
Single-lever bidet mixer

32 805 000 
Single-lever basin mixer
32 848 000
ditto, smooth body
23 099 000*
ditto, without waste set

1

32 809 000 
Cold Water basin mixer

23 090 000
Single-lever basin mixer

20 288 000
2-hole basin mixer
wall mounted

 1  1

32 958 000
Pillar tap 

*Option of ordering metal pop-up set seperately - 48 057 000 metal pop-up set.
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26 019 000
Shower valve wall mounted

29 044 000
Single-lever shower mixer

29 064 000
Single lever bath shower mixer 
with lockable diverter

29 043 000  
Single-lever bath and shower mixer

Grohe
Baucurve

13 252 000 
Bath spout 
wall mounted

13 254 000 + 29 049 000** 
Bath spout 
wall mounted
with diverter

22 006 000
Angle valve

32 807 000
Single-lever shower mixer 
wall mounted

32 806 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer 
wall mounted

23 197 000
Single lever bath mixer  
with outlet elbow

**must order 29 049 000 - twin elbow

27 541 000
Head Shower 200 mm 1 spray

20 281 000
Bib tap 2 in 1 wall mounted

20 236 000
Bib tap wall mounted

27 389 000
New Tempesta Shower System 
200 with diverter

27 598 000
Shower set with hand shower II

rail 600 mm

1 2 3

1 2 3

27 559 000
Ceiling shower arm
length 186 mm
connection thread 1/2“

27 851 000
Shower arm
projection 400 mm
connection thread 1/2“
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Grohe
BaufloW
The flowing transition from spout to body to lever brings movement and vitality to 
BauFlow. unfaltering in its execution, this transition unites these three components 
in a refreshing way. As with all GROHE single-lever mixers, the wide operating 
angle of the lever handle is perfectly engineered for optimal user comfort across 
the collection of basin, bath and bidet faucets and shower mixers.

32 813 000
Cold Water basin mixer

32 810 000
Single-lever basin mixer
32 815 000  
smooth body
23 099 000* 
without waste set

23 086 000
Single-lever basin mixer

20 287 000
2-hole basin mixer 
wall mounted

32 852 000
Single-lever bidet mixer

32 957 000
Pillar tap

*Option of ordering metal pop-up set seperately - 48 057 000 metal pop-up set.
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32 812 000
Single-lever shower mixer wall 
mounted

32 811 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer 
wall mounted

26 018 000 
Shower valve 

wall mounted

Grohe
BaufloW

22 005 000
Angle valve

29 065 000
Single lever bath mixer with 
lockable diverter

13 252 000 
Bath spout wall mounted

29 046 000
Single-lever shower mixer

29 045 000  
Single-lever bath and shower mixer 

23 198 000
Single lever nath shower mixer  
with outlet elbow

13 254 000 + 29 049 000** 
Bath spout 
wall mounted
with diverter

**must order 29 049 000 - twin elbow

27 541 000
Head Shower 200 mm 1 spray

20 280 000
Bib tap 2 in 1 

wall mounted

20 235 000
Bib tap wall mounted

27 598 000
Shower set with hand shower II

rail 600 mm
27 598 00e
with 5.7 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1 2 3

1 2 3

27 559 000
Ceiling shower arm
length 186 mm
connection thread 1/2“

27 851 000
Shower arm
projection 400 mm
connection thread 1/2“
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Featuring a solid metal handle and forward-leaning dynamic lines, Eurosmart is the perfect addition 
to all contemporary bathroom settings, including three-hole basin mixer and medium-high spout 
matching all type of washbasin. This high-quality faucet incorporates GROHE Silkmove® for smooth 
handling and GROHE Starlight® chrome for a lifelong shine. The basin mixer also features GROHE 
Silkmove® ES. This cartridge technology combines energy-saving features and effortless water 
control.

NEW

Grohe  
eurosmart

33 555 001 
Shower mixer

33 265 001 
Basin mixer

32 929 001* 
Bidet mixer

33 300 001 
Bath/shower mixer 

27 646 00e* 
New Tempesta 100 
Shower set with hand shower II 
5.7 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™ 
rail 900mm

20 293 000** 
3-hole basin mixer

19 451 001 
Shower trim set

19 450 001
Bath/shower trim set

33 302 001* 
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
New Tempesta 100 hand shower I
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder

23 322 001 
Basin mixer  
with GROHE EcoJoy™

NEW NEW

NEW

*make to request
**Soon to be launched
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Featuring modern and stylish designs new Euroeco offer thoroughly convincing solutions for contemporary 
washroom projects. These faucets are at the top of their game in terms of hygiene, economy, safety and 
longevity, which makes them the obvious choice for washroom operators seeking to balance perfect 
functionality with stylish looks. The signature element in the design of new Euroeco is the keyhole shape of the 
spout which is also reflected in the small temperature control lever mounted at its base. The low-profile push 
button blends smoothly into the overall look of this faucet which is flattered by its flowing transitions. A wide 
range of models is available to meet any installation requirement - from deck-mounted and wall mounted basin 
mixers to concealed and exposed shower fittings.

Grohe  
euroeco

32 732 000 
Basin mixer
32 734 000
smooth body 
23 262 000
Single Lever Mixer 

32 742 000 
Single-lever shower mixer
19 378 000 
trimset

32 743 000 
Bath/shower mixer 

32 740 000 
Shower mixer

32 747 000 
Single-lever bath and shower mixer
19 379 000 
trimset

32 750 000
Sink mixer

32 752 000
Sink mixer
swivel spout
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Grohe Bau
accessories
with modern and timeless appeal, Bau accessories add the final touch to your 
bathroom. Created to coordinate with the Baulines faucet styles, the collection 
benefits from its modern silhouette and clarity of its form.

40 461 000 
Robe hook

40 585 000 + 40 368 000
Holder with soap dish

 

40 585 000 + 40 394 000
Holder with soap dispenser

40 585 000 + 40 372 000
Holder with tumbler

40 622 000
Accessory set

40 457 000
Toilet paper holder

40 418 000 
Shelf for 
BauLoop Shower mixer 32 816 000 
BauEdge shower mixer 32 821 000 
BauCurve shower mixer 32 807 000 
BauFlow shower mixer 32 812 000 

40 663 000 
Soap wire basket
for corner installation
300 mm

40 664 000 
Soap wire basket
for corner installation
200 mm

40 459 000
Towel holder

 

40 460 000
Towel ring

40 462 000 
Multi-towel rack

40 463 000
Toilet brush set
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Grohe  
authentic style

inspired by classical architectural details and traditional interiors, Authentic-style faucets 
and showers combine the design aesthetics of the past with up-to-the-minute technology. 
developed to enhance period-style sanitary-ware and baths, decorative accents create 
a refined atmosphere when paired with rich colours and luxurious finishes. Three-hole 
basin faucets are the perfect choice for an Authentic bathroom – traditional in style yet 
comfortable and  convenient to use thanks to the latest German manufacturing techniques.
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Refined and authentic, the BauClassic faucet collection effortlessly 
blends a traditional aesthetic with 21st century engineering. Fluted 
detailing at the base of the faucet body and the spout brings an air of 
elegance to the design and is repeated at the end of the slender lever 
handle. The collection includes a three-hole basin mixer to ensure a 
harmonious match with period-style basins.

Grohe
Bauclassic
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Grohe
Bauclassic

32 864 000
Single-lever bidet mixer

20 198 000
3-hole basin mixer 

32 868 000
Single-lever basin mixer 
for freestanding basins

32 862 000
Single-lever basin mixer

23 095 000
Single-lever basin mixer 

20 292 000
2-hole basin mixer 
wall mounted

32 863 000
Single-lever basin mixer 

smooth body

23 103 000*
without waste set

*Option of ordering metal pop-up set seperately - 48 057 000 metal pop-up set.
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26 022 000
Shower valve  
wall mounted

29 047 000
Single-lever bath and shower mixer

32 867 000
Single-lever shower mixer wall 
mounted

32 865 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer 
wall mounted

40 419 000*
EasyReach™ storage 
for exposed shower mixer 
for BauClassic shower mixer 
 32 867 000

25 118 000
3-hole bath/shower combination

25 121 000
4-hole bath/shower combination

Grohe
Bauclassic

29 048 000 
Single-lever shower mixer

29 066 000 
Single-lever bath and shower mixer
with lockable diverter

22 010 000  
Angle valve

*make to request

20 286 000
Bib tap 2 in 1

20 239 000
Bib tap 

wall mounted

27 399 000
New Tempesta Rustic Shower 
System 200 with diverter

27 541 000
Head Shower 200 mm 1 spray

27 609 000
Shower set with hand shower IV  
rail 600 mm 
GROHE EasyReach™ tray 
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1 2 3

1 2 3

27 559 000
Ceiling shower arm
length 186 mm
connection thread 1/2“

27 851 000
Shower arm
projection 400 mm
connection thread 1/2“
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BAuLINES  
SHOWER 
SOLuTIONS

From mixing the water to delivering it to the showerhead, investing in quality 
shower fittings will ensure your morning shower is an enjoyable and exhilara-
ting experience.

shower faucets
A shower faucet (mixer faucet) mixes the hot and cold water. Two styles of mixer 
faucet are available: concealed (built into the wall) or exposed. if you have more than 
one water outlet (e.g. a hand shower and a head shower, or a hand shower and a 
bath spout) you will need to choose a mixer with a diverter valve – this allows you to 
divert the water between the two outlets.

Hand showers
Hand showers in the Baulines collections feature three spray patterns: Rain, Jet and 
massage. You will require a shower hose and either a shower rail or a shower holder 
to attach the shower to the wall. A shower rail is the preferred choice if the hand 
shower is your only shower as it lets you adjust the height of the showerhead.

Head showers
Baulines head showers offer the same choice of spray patterns as our hand showers 
and come complete with a shower arm. They are designed for use with a concealed 
shower faucet.

baulines shower system
Combining a hand shower and a head shower the Baulines shower system is stylish, 
easy to install and ideal if you want to replace an existing shower. The design of the 
system means that the shower brackets (which hold the shower rail) can be positi-
oned where the old brackets were. The rail is then simply clipped into place.

Jet spray
A vigorous spray pattern  

to stimulate the skin.

Rain spray
A rich spray pattern with many 

soft individual drops.

massage spray
A pulsating spray pattern  
for a stimulating massage.

BAuLINES  
SHOWER 
SOLuTIONS
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exposed bath shower mixer

Shower Set 1

shower set  
with shower rail

head shower 
with shower arm

Shower Set 2

concealed  
shower mixer

shower holder,  
outlet and hose

bath spout with diverter

Shower Set 3

 
shower system

BAuLINES
SHOWER SOLuTIONS

concealed  
shower mixer

Freedom that comes with bauLines showers:

Flexible shower height Acts as a hand and head shower

always best value easy to maintain easy to install

GROHE QuickFix®GROHE ToolFree

 
hand shower
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BAuLOOP ANd BAuEdGE SHOWERS

32 815 000 + 27 394 000* 
Bauloop Shower System 
with wall mounted single-lever 
bath/shower mixer

32 820 000 + 27 394 000* 
Bauedge Shower System 
with wall mounted single-lever 
bath/shower mixer

*Running change - same code with New Tempesta shower

32 815 000 + 27 929 000# 
BauLoop
Single-lever bath/shower mixer 
wall mounted

32 820 000 + 27 929 000# 
BauEdge
Single-lever bath/shower mixer 
wall mounted

#New code for 27 393 000
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27 594 000c 
Wall hand shower holder

26 090 000b 
Head shower combination
3 adjustable sprays

27 572 000a 
Hand shower
3 adjustable sprays

27 929 000d 
Shower set
3 adjustable sprays

28 671 000c 
Shower outlet elbow, 1/2“

28 409 000f 
Relexaflex hose

27 394 000#

Shower system

#Running Change same code with New Tempesta shower

a. New code for 27 390 000
b. New code for 27 391 000
c. New code for 27 483 000 

d. New code for 27 393 000 
e. New code for 27 482 000 
f. New code for 27 481 000

EuPHORIA CuBE SHOWERS
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27 705 000 
Head shower

27 698 000 
Hand shower 
27 699 000** 
Hand shower 9.4 L

27 841 000** 
Shower rail 900 mm
27 892 000 
Shower rail 600 mm

27 704 000 
Shower outlet elbow

27 703 000** 
Wall holder set with 9.4 L

* Soon to be Launched
** Make to Request

27 709 000 
Shower arm 286 mm
27 711 000 
Ceiling Shower arm 142 mm

27 693 000 
Wall Holder

27 696 000* 
Shower system diverter
23 147 000* 
Shower system OHM

27 701 000** 
Shower rail set, 900, 9.4 L

32 806 000 + 27 389 000* 
Baucurve Shower System 
with wall mounted single-lever 
bath/shower mixer

32 811 000 + 27 389 000* 
Bauflow Shower System 
with wall mounted single-lever 
bath/shower mixer

BAuCuRVE ANd BAuFLOW SHOWERS

*Running Change same code with New Tempesta shower
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32 806 000 + 27 927 000# 
BauCurve

Single-lever bath/shower mixer
wall mounted

32 811 000 + 27 927 000# 
BauFlow

Single-lever bath/shower mixer
wall mounted

#New code for 27 395 000

27 594 000c 
Wall hand shower holder

26 088 000b 
Head shower combination

3 adjustable sprays

28 261 001a 
Hand shower 

3 adjustable sprays

27 927 000d 
Shower set

3 adjustable sprays

28 671 000e 
wall union

28 409 000f 
Relexaflex hose

27 389 000# 
Shower system

#Running Change same code with New Tempesta shower

a. New code for 27 384 000
b. New code for 27 387 000
c. New code for 27 483 000 

d. New code for 27 395 000 
e. New code for 27 482 000 
f. New code for 27 481 000
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BAuCLASSIC SHOWERS

32 865 000 + 27 399 000# 
BauClassic Shower System with 

wall mounted single-lever 
bath/shower mixer

32 865 000 + 26 086 000* 
BauClassic

Single-lever bath/shower mixer
wall mounted

#Running Change same code with New Tempesta shower
*New code for 27 396 000

27 594 000c 
Wall hand shower holder

26 089 000b 
Authentic head shower

combination 4 adjustable sprays

26 085 000a 
Hand shower 

3 adjustable sprays

26 086 000d 
Shower set

3 adjustable sprays

28 671 000e 
Shower outlet elbow

28 409 000f 
Relexaflex hose

27 399 000# 
Shower system

#Running Change same code with New Tempesta shower

a. New code for 27 397 000
b. New code for 27 398 000
c. New code for 27 483 000 

d. New code for 27 396 000 
e. New code for 27 482 000 
f. New code for 27 481 000
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Grohe  
Bath overvieW

single-lever 
basin mixer
pop up waste

single-lever 
basin mixer
smooth body

single-lever 
basin mixer
high sput

GROHE 
Bauloop

GROHE 
BauEdge

single-lever 
bidet mixer
pop up wastepillar tap

single-lever 
basin mixer for
freeestanding
basins

3-hole
basin mixer

2-hole  
single-lever 
basin mixer  
wall mountedBath

GROHE 
BauFlow

GROHE 
BauFlow

GROHE 
Eurosmart

GROHE 
Euroeco

GROHE 
BauCurve

Cosmopolitan 
Style

Contemporary 
Style

Authentic 
Style

GROHE 
BauClassic

concealed 
shower mixer tray

exposed 
bath / shower 
mixer

concealed 
bath / shower 
mixer

exposed 
shower mixer

bath spout
with diverter

bath spout
without diverter

3-hole bath/
shower 
combination

4-hole bath/
shower 
combination
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GROHE new Tempesta Cosmopolitan 
to be combined with GROHE Bauloop and BauEdge

Bath

GROHE new Tempesta
to be combined with GROHE BauCurve and BauFlow

Cosmopolitan 
Style

Contemporary 
Style

Authentic 
Style

GROHE new Tempesta Rustic
to be combined GROHE BauClassic

Grohe Baulines  
shoWer overvieW

hand shower
shower holder,  
outlet and hose

shower set
with shower rail shower system

head shower
with shower arm
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Grohe  
Bau kitchen

Sharing the same ideals as the influential Bauhaus design movement – that form and function should work together 
– the Baulines range from GROHE fuses bold design and high-quality materials with the latest German manufacturing 
techniques at competitive price points. 

GROHE treats the kitchen with the respect it deserves. it‘s so much more than just a workspace. it‘s where you spend 
most of your time, it‘s the heart and soul of your home and it‘s often furnished to a correspondingly high standard. That‘s 
why GROHE kitchen faucets deliver more than you expect in every respect. The workmanship, durability, innovation and 
design will satisfy more than just those with an appreciation for beauty.
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Grohe  
Bau kitchen

31 227 000
GROHE BauLoop  
Kitchen sink tap

31 232 000
GROHE BauLoop 
Kitchen sink mixer

31 222 000 
GROHE BauLoop  
Kitchen sink tap

water is used for cooking the world over. we need running 
water in the kitchen up to 90 times each day. we take it so 
much for granted that we often don‘t think of water when we 
hear the word ‘kitchen‘. we think of well-filled refrigerators, 
aromas wafting from the oven and of tables laid ready for dinner. 
But we forget what works hardest in the kitchen: the kitchen 
faucet. Something that is used this frequently must be durable 
– and since kitchens are increasingly becoming living spaces, 
it also has to look good. That‘s why ergonomics, functionality, 
aesthetics and durable finishes are so important in GROHE 
kitchen faucets.

grohe 
StarLight®

31 228 000
GROHE BauEdge 
Kitchen sink tap

31 233 000
GROHE BauEdge 
Kitchen sink mixer

31 223 000 
GROHE BauEdge 
Kitchen sink tap

31 226 000
GROHE BauCurve 
Kitchen sink tap

31 231 000
GROHE BauCurve 
Kitchen sink mixer

31 221 000 
GROHE BauCurve 
Kitchen sink tap

31 225 000
GROHE BauFlow 
Kitchen sink tap

31 230 000
GROHE BauFlow 
Kitchen sink mixer

31 220 000 
GROHE BauFlow 
Kitchen sink tap

31 229 000
GROHE BauClassic 
Kitchen sink tap

31 234 000
GROHE BauClassic 
Kitchen sink mixer

31 224 000 
GROHE BauClassic 
Kitchen sink tap
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Every day millions of people start their day with GROHE. Our customers rely on our 
products to perform throughout the day, every day. They are our toughest critics and 
our best informants. 

Our products are manufactured to withstand a lifetime of daily use. To illustrate our 
commitment to delivering the ultimate product satisfaction we offer a truly unique 
guarantee – one that goes far beyond the legislative warranty requirement and 
significantly exceeds the guarantees offered by our competitors. 

GROHE offers a 10-year guarantee on the functional parts that constitute our 
technological superiority. This includes the ceramic cartridges in our single-lever 
mixers, thermostatic cartridges, the head parts of our two-handle faucets and 
certain valves found in our installation systems.

This extended guarantee is a bold statement that underlines our commitment to 
support our trade partners, professional customers and end users. 

• we guarantee the performance of our products for 10 years 

• if there is any fault with the operating of any our  products,  
we will repair or replace the product within three working days 

• To apply for your guarantee, all you have to do is to complete the  
GROHE registration form online or by telephone 

For details of the GROHE 10-year guarantee please visit www.grohe.com

Grohe
enjoy quality

Warranty

GROHE

Ye
ar

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Building a bathroom is always challenging, that is why GROHE offers a dedicated 
technical support and advice service readily available to answer any questions you 
may have regarding product installation.

•   GROHE - trained service engineers should be able to answer any question  
you have concerning the installation of our products 

•   GROHE - trained installation engineers can provide on-site technical assistance  
or installation support should you require this

To contact our technical support and advice department please call our office 
(see back page).

Grohe
service anD
technical  
suPPort
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Grohe Live Centre (Mumbai)
G - 5, Transocean House, Lake Boulevard Street

Hiranandani Garden, Near Powai Lake, Powai

Mumbai – 400076

Email: customercare.in@grohe.com

National Toll Free Service no. 1 800 102 4475

Website: www.grohe.co.in
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Corporate Office:
GROHE India Pvt. Ltd.

14th Floor, Cyber Terraces (Building No.5),

Tower A, DLF Cyber City - Phase III,

Gurgaon – 122002 (Haryana), India.

Tel: +91 124 4933000, Fax: +91 124 4933001

visit us online
grohe.co.inFollow us

GROHE is Germany’s  
premier sanitary fittings brand


